
a fantastical short story 

about biodiversity

Where did the 
starry pumpkins go?



Starry pumpkins grew in a 

region where the soil 

was full of sparkly 

things and the 

skies were full 

of stars. 

Sparkle insects were attracted to the

starriness of the pumpkins and built their

nests close to them.

They also ate 

the starry pumpkins

sometimes, but only very

little because their mouths

were very small.



The sparkle insects were happy and their

families grew bigger and bigger... 

which caught the attention 

of the rainbow birds!

The rainbow-birds started

 eating some of the sparkle 

insects because they were very

 hungry and because sparkle insects 

were very tasty.

And so, the rainbow-birds were also happy

and made their nests around the 

starry pumpkins.



The poo of the rainbow-birds was filled

with twinkles, which went into the 

soil and made the trees all around the

field grow taller and twinklier..

And the taller the trees, the more it rained

(because of a very complex natural

process).

And so, it rained 

more, which the soil, starry 

pumpkins, rainbow-birds 

and twinkly trees liked 

very much.



Until one day, the farmer stopped

growing starry pumpkins and only grew

big, non-sparkly pumpkins, to sell for

more money somewhere far away.. and

the whole cycle stopped.

But the children of Twinkly Town really

missed the starry pumpkins, sparkly

insects, rainbow birds and twinkly trees!



When one day, grandpa sparklybeard saw

the children searching around his house in

the forest and he gave them a jar filled with

sparkly pumpkin seeds (that he had saved 

a long time ago).

And so they looked all over town and

forest to find starry pumpkin seeds they

could plant... but found nothing.



And so the children planted the starry

pumpkin seeds in their gardens and in the

parks of Twinkly Town... 

...and the whole cycle started again.

The End
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